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PerformaTech™

Top tier performance  
commercial double glazing
We believe that light and comfort should go hand-
in-hand. That’s why we created PerformaTech™.

PerformaTech™ balances high levels of light 
transmission with very low levels of solar heat 
gain to provide you with a brighter and more 
comfortable space.

Turn over to learn about the product range, 
performance and benefits.



Product Benefits:

  Superior insulation with the 
inclusion of a soft coat  
Low E coating.

  Allows you to better manage 
window to wall ratio to 
balance thermal and daylight 
requirements. 

    A range of toned options 
available to meet aesthetic 
requirements.

   Can be customised to support 
design or acoustic requirements 
if required.

   Very high performance  
available in clear options.

 Processed in Australia.

  Ten year warranty from date  
of manufacture.

With exceptional light transmission, 
solar control, and thermal insulation 
-  PerformaTech™ enables specifiers, 
developers, architects, and engineers 
alike, the opportunity to create truly 
inspirational, economically viable 
and environmentally sustainable 
buildings.

Reducing energy consumption in every aspect of 

our lives is fast becoming an increasing priority. In 

response to this concern industry code changes 

have focused on increasing commercial building 

efficiency, which can often sacrifice valuable 

visible light needed for a healthy living and 

working environment. With a new generation of 

Low-E coating, PerformaTech™ products provide 

the balance between energy management and 

aesthetics that you’ve been looking for.

Product Range and Performance:
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Outside Glass Inside Glass Nominal Thickness (mm) VLT U-Value SHGC

PerformaTech™ Range

PerformaTech™ PH08 VFloat™ Clear 6+12+6 68 1.3 0.33

PerformaTech™ PH20 VFloat™ Clear 6+12+6 46 1.3 0.19

PerformaTech™ PH25 VFloat™ Clear 6+12+6 59 1.3 0.25

PerformaTech™ PH30 VFloat™ Clear 6+12+6 68 1.3 0.29

VFloatTM Light Grey PerformaTech™ PH30 6+12+6 47 1.3 0.29

VFloat™ Grey PerformaTech™ PH30 6+12+6 32 1.3 0.23

VFloat™ Green PerformaTech™ PH30 6+12+6 58 1.3 0.31

VFloat™ Bronze PerformaTech™ PH30 6+12+6 39 1.3 0.26

The assembly of this product is protected. 
Typical measured values of Viridian production are provided. 
All performance data is determined using LBL window 7.5 software. NFRC 100 - 2010 conditions have been used. 
Glass surfaces are counted from the exterior to the interior of the building.


